Caring Clowns of
Nagano, Japan
Pictured outside their bus are the some of the Caring
Clowns of the Prefecture of Nagano, Japan. They
are a non profit organization called The Red Nose
Network and clown in nursing homes, children’s
hospitals and at health care fairs.
Clown Packman started the group which now totals
20. He is the teacher and fire behind the group, but
there is so much enthusiasm in this group that they
could almost fly without their bus (which by the way
belongs to“Peter”). They are (from the left
clockwise around Shobi Dobi in the center)
“Packman” Skigeuki Tsukahara, “Peter” Kazuo
Hongou, “Tachin” Miki Tatae, and “Bee” Eiko
Itou.
As you can see there was no language problem -we all spoke Clownese!

Fukuoka Cultural Festival
Five clowns from the USA were invited
by the prefecture of Fukuoka, Japan to
perform at the Fukuoka Cultural Festival
in Southern Japan. Yoshiko Takada of
Artland, Inc. – an agency that arranges
talent and entertainment for festivals in
Japan, arranged the trip. W e did school
shows, and walkabouts (they call it
roving) at the festival.
Everywhere we went – schools, retirement
homes, festivals, we were greeted as
special guests with coffee, cookies and
flowers. The Japanese are known for their
hospitality, but we were all overwhelmed
with the extent to which they went to
honor us as guests in their country. At the
bottom of this page are the clowns with
one of our hosts, who Shobi “nosed” of
course.
After the Festival Shobi stayed in Japan
and did three hospital clown workshops Osaka, Tokyo and Shiojiri, Nagano, also
arranged by Yoshiko (see the next page).

Lost and Found in Translation
So much of this Japan trip was
untranslatable. It was not only the
language difference, but the subtle cultural
differences. I'm not speaking of the
Japanese "no tipping" custom, (how
wonderful!), but of the thinking
differences. It is more like viewing the
world from a different angle. For example,
the Japanese verbs are not

necessarily present, past or conditional
tenses. For example, I say, “I left the USA
and went to Japan.” In Japanese, you are
always in the state of leaving. You never
leave Japan even if you travel around the
world. You are still in the state of leaving.
The pencil never falls on the floor, it is in
the state of having fallen on the floor. So
translation becomes very interesting to say
the least.
I found, on the Internet a “Report on
Shobi Dobi’s W orkshop” in Japanese, of
course. So I hit the “translate page” button
and what I got was pretty weird, to say the
least. One phrase caused my mind to stop.
A real Koan (similar to a Japanese Haiku
poem - “the sound of one hand clapping”).
The words were: “Everyone connecting
the hand, while becoming the wheel” - a
very interesting contemplation. I wonder
what I said that translated to that!
W hen giving a workshop at an elementary
school in Fukuoka, I said. "Laughter is a
bodily function like peeing." The
translator tugged on my sleeve with this
expression, somewhere between horror
and confusion. I knew I was in trouble. I
explained "urinating." (W hy didn't I think
of tears?) I don't know how she managed
to translate (and she was a very proper
young Japanese woman.). All kids love to
"tee hee" about bodily functions and these
kids did, so I figure she got it right

After looking at the pictures of all the clowns
going on the trip, on a whim I made Shobi a
new costume. At home Shobi wears a lot of
bloomers and pants. This costume with its
ruffles and lace was a good deal more
feminine than I’m used to. It turned out to be
just the right balance for the group.
Clowns are not as plentiful in Japan as in the
Americas, and very few are female. The
Japanese little girls and women would just
squeal with delight at this overgrown little
clown doll - ME! So I was received with a lot
of sweet giggles. Chalk up another reason to
listen to one’s instincts.

From the left: Shobi Dobi, one of our hosts, Kenny Ahern, “Vinny” Vidya Cicchini,, “Lanky“ Danny Kojalla, and “Toto” Ron Johnson
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“So for 20 years, I paid attention to what happens in the audience. The
performer is fun, but there is a healing power with the clown. I met
Richard Snowberg and Shobi at Clown Camp. They spoke about going
to the hospitals and orphanages and I thought, “W ow, this is healing
people.
“Japanese people work hard, but find they are not very happy. Young
people start to realize this, but we don’t know what to do. That is why
Patch Adams is so popular here, he gives us a remedy, especially
medical students.
So this is how Yoshiko became interested in the hospital clown and
she is now every passionate about brining this kind of clowning to her
people. She became friends with Ton Chan (see below) and Packman
who she already knew as he has become quite a famous clown in
Japan. They meet often to organize an approach to bring hospital
clowning to Japan. This is how Shobi came to do workshops in Japan.

Shobi had the privilege of staying with “Ton-Chan”, and her husband
“Ton-Pei” Hiroo Ishii in their home near Kyoto.
“I am a licensed architect in Japan. I worked for a construction
company after college that built large fairs and special events,
taking six months to complete the temporary architectures. I
became very interested in the performers that filled these
structures. I saw what wonderful responses that entertainers
could bring to the Japanese people. So I left that job and started
Artland, Inc., in 1985, so I could book the artists for these large
festivals. ”

. . . . . . . Ton Chan
Hiroko Ishii, a.k.a. Ton Chon,
works as a volunteer to care for
people in different ways. She is
not a social worker, but if there
are, for example older people
who live alone, she is the
person who visits and asks if
they have problems. She also
works on a suicide hotline.

“I have traveled the world and seen many performers. I know
what brings happiness and the laughter very well, because I’m
always behind the performer and can observe the audience’s
reaction. I noticed that the clowns, not the juggler or unicyclist,
generate a different quality of laughter. They draw out the
laugher like a flower opening. They open the heart. They really
wish to have fun with the children. Clowns create a wonderful
space.” So Yoshiko became interested in clowns and went to
Clown Camp in La Crosse W isconsin to better understand
clowning.
“In the 1900's, the economy in Japan changed. So instead of
hiring famous stars for the festivals, companies started hiring
less famous performers and some street performers, so my
business (Artland) did very well. I also thought to bring some
instruction to the Japanese people. I also began writing several
books on balloon twisting and face painting to show the parents
and others in Japan what they could do to entertain children
themselves. [Pictured above]
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"I went to Hiroshima for a
conference with other social
workers from the Kyoto area.
My brother in Hiroshima took
me to a disabled person’s party
where a friend of his was
clowning.
“I saw that the entertainment
gave some wonderful moments
to these people. I thought this
would help me in my social
work. He told me about clown camp. I met Yoshiko later and we
decided to go to clown camp in 2000."
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Ton Chon has also brought people in her home community into
clowning and now also clowns at Osaka's Children's Hospital. She
knew the teachers in the hospital school and they invited her to
come and clown.

Ton Chan reports, "It was a small group but Italian clowns joined
us in several places. I had a strong connection with the people
there. W e visited refugee camps and prisons wherever we went.
“Clowning really empowered me. I could accept Italian people
deep inside my heart. People appreciated that I was from Japan and
traveled such a long way to come to Italy. There were so many
happy moments. A great deal of give and take of confidence and
trust. As a group you absorb so much. Going to hospitals on my
own in Osaka was not easy. Going with other clowns reinforces
one’s own abilities.
“After the visits, the hospital staff and volunteer met with the
clowns and discussed our visit. I could not understand English or
Italian, but realized that I could do the same kind of sharing with
the hospital management and doctors in Japan. The experience
gave me the confidence to do the same in Japan.
Pictured below and above is Ton Chan in Italy. You can see why
everyone loves this vibrant, generous woman.

. . . . . Clown Packman
of the mountains
Shigeyuki Tsukahara is Clown Packman (as everyone calls him
now) started clowning in 1990 when he went to Ringling’s
Clown college in Japan. He now travels Japan entertaining and
teaching, but hospital clowning has become his passion also.
He signs his emails Packman of the Mountains as he prefers to
live near the Japanese Alps in Nagano. This is where is has
developed a hospital clown program.
From Packman Via translator Taya Pitt
“I have always liked to work with people and studied social work
at the university. In 1988, I had a big auto accident and was in the
hospital for six months. It was so bad they even reported it in the
newspaper. I wasn’t paralyzed, but my legs and back were broken.
So I was not allowed to move for a long time. W hen I did, I had to
take a lot of medication. Because my life was spared, it brought me
to the realization that I need to do something important with my
life. I want to do something with the spirit that had brought me
through the ordeal. I want to use it help other people as well –
those in the same situation. One day I saw an ad for a Ringling
Brothers Clown College in Japan. That was in 1990.
“But even before this, my friends and family always jokingly said,
‘You’d make a great clown.’ I had that idea in the back of my head
as a kid, but I never thought too much about it after that. In Japan
at that time there was basically next to no clowning at all.
“I found that watching the circus is so important. I found it
important to be aware of one’s inner most feelings. It is important
to take these feelings and make them come to life in the clown.
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After Clown College, Packman went to Australia and did some street
performing and acting. Returning to Japan, he started his own
clowning group, and traveled all over Japan entertaining and teaching.
However, he still had the desire to do something else “I wanted to
something more useful for people. Just entertaining didn’t feel quite
right.”
“In 1995, the largest earthquake in 100 years of Japanese history hit
Osaka. I went to help out, not as a clown, but to do what I could. That
was a turning point for me. I realized that clowning could help in the
community. It took five years for Osaka to return to a fully working
city. Everyone worked together to make a new city. That is when I
began to realized that clowning could affect peoples lives and well
being, so I began to focus on hospital clowning and caring clowning.
Straight after the earthquake I went to Clown Camp at the University
of W isconsin.
“Before I became a clown, I worked with children’s social welfare. So
in 2000 I went to friends working in hospitals and nursing homes and

Packman with young patient at Nagano Children’s Hospital

“Bee” Eiko Itou and “Tachin” Miki Tatai work their magic with puppets
at the Nagano Children’s hospital.
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asked to go in these facilities. I realized that for one person to do
hospital clowning is not enough so I started to teach clowning. W e
now have a group of about 20 clowns in the Nagano area.
“In order to encourage more hospital clowning we had a big event
with Patch Adams in the summer of 2004. Then we brought a
special hospital clown teacher to Japan–Shobi Dobi.”
It was Shobi who really got a very special treatment. At the
workshops in Japan, I found myself teaching the art of playing
more than specifics of the art of hospital clowning. As you all
know I am an advocate of spontaneous clowning. Because I
teach spontaneously, like I clown in the hospital, I am sensitive
to what is needed. I teach with that same spontaneity (and
trust), and it works as well in the workshops as it does in the
hospital.
In the Nagano workshop, I had a great teaching partner Packman. Of course, this never would have happened if it had
not been for a wonderful translator, Mark, who became the
third party in our team. He is pictured below with Shobi.
In Japan I found myself talking about building community and
the importance of laughter in building community. W e did
laughter sessions and we laughed and laughed. I had the
“press” put down their TV cameras and argue in gibberish . . .
and we laughed and we laughed. It was experiencing laughter’s
play on the heart, the mind, and the body. I heard myself say
“The clown carries an aura of infectious play. Laughter follows
the clown because of that play. It is not the competitive play of
sports, but the innocent play of the wonder-filled child’s heart.
W e don’t need to laugh at the clown. T he clown gives us
permission to laugh from our own vulnerable hearts. It is the
Universe that gifts only human beings with laughter. And that
laughter sits on the crest of the wave of play.”

Shobi with Mark, our translator at the Clown W orkshop in
Nagano-ken, Japan. W e also had a wonderful translator in
Tokyo, Kaoru Kasaki, who does Rhythm Circles (Arthuyrian
Drum Circles for Harmony). They both joined right into the
clown action.
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Red Nose Network ~ Japan
“Let’s spread the circle of the smile”

From left across front row: “Peter” Kazuo Hongou, “Bee” Eiko
Itou, “Gonchan”Haruhisa Tanaka., “Pinchi”Mituhiro Kobayashi,
“Packman” Shigeyuki Tsukahara, and “Papar Jo” Yoshinao
Kamijou. From left to right across the back row “Tachin” Miki
Tatai, “Yokochin”Midori Yokouti, “Keita”Hiroki Nimura,
“Yonechan ” Yoneko Miura,

2012 Comment:
“Packman” Shigeyuki Tsukahara now heads up a very
successful Japan Clinic Clowns Association in Japan
connected with the Clinic Clowns of the Netherlands.
Packman and the Clinic Clowns not only work in children’s
hospitals, but in nursing home, homes for the elderly, and
were part of the rescue efforts at the Kobe Earthquake and
traveled to the area in Japan devastation by the 2011
Tsunami.
http://www.nippon-foundation.or.jp/eng/current/2008101
4CliniClown.html
Tsukahara san is now married and lives in Nagoya, Japan
Yoshiko Takada since started a Caring Clown Organization
of Japan and now focuses on Laughter Therapy
Shobi continues to visit Japan every year to date giving
workshops in hospital clowning and clown Joy.
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